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n recent years librarians have
grown increasingly concerned
that vendors of licensed scholarly resources (e.g., e-journals,
e-books) will put digital rights management tools or “technological protection measures” (TPM) on the resources
licensed by academic libraries. TPM are
configurations of hardware and so"ware
used to control access to, or use of, a digital
work by restricting particular uses such
as saving or printing.2 Librarian concerns
about TPM stem not only from the aggressive implementation of TPM by the movie,
music, and popular e-book industries, but
also from recent academic e-book vendor
experimentation with TPM.
The question of whether or not TPM
are necessary to protect digital works
in a networked environment applies in

many industries, including academic
publishing. Within publishing, some
have argued TPM are necessary to convince content owners to make their works
digitally available. For example, NetLibrary advertises its “one page at a time
viewing” DRM as a form of protection to
lure potential content contributors to offer
their books on the NetLibrary platform.3
Others have argued that the academic
publishing community is unlikely to
adopt TPM because academic publishing
business models are built on library subscriptions that are unlikely to change due
to uncontrolled use by individual library
patrons.4,5 Further, many objectionable
uses (such as unauthorized spidering of
vendor servers or downloads of entire
journal runs) are already controlled
through established protocols between
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publishers and libraries employing license terms, server monitoring systems,
and disabling of offending IP numbers
followed up by campus level disciplinary action and education of users.6 Given
stable subscription rates and functioning
protocols to deal with abuses, vendors
may be unwilling to pay for TPM, or reconfigure already developed proprietary
interfaces to accommodate TPM.7
Within the academic library community, concerns about vendor use of TPM are
complicated by already existing interface or
delivery platform designs that, to some
extent, determine the possible uses of
their information products. These design
decisions directly affect users’ satisfaction
with and uses of information products.8
As one participant in a digital library usability study asked, “…can the user print,
save, and e-mail the desired information?
If the user can’t ‘take’ the information in
the form that they want, it has a negative
impact on them.”9
While usability studies have noted
problems with use restrictions, more attention has been paid to what this paper
refers to as “hard restrictions,” or the
secure-container TPM more common in
the movie and music industries. Many
have passionately argued that these
TPM will undermine libraries’ mission
of preserving and providing access to
knowledge, erode fair use rights,10 and
reduce innovation by limiting how
information can be used and who can
participate in the creation of new works.11
Others are concerned that vendors can
use TPM to support use-based, or “pay
per view,” pricing models. By restricting saving or printing of digital works,
downloads of these works and vendors’
revenues will increase. Describing the
new pricing possibilities afforded by
TPM, one librarian worried: “What may
be every publisher/vendor’s dream could
be every library’s nightmare.”12 Library
advocacy organizations argue that TPM
may create user dissatisfaction, generate
interoperability problems, block archival
and preservation activities, and require
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increased staffing to handle support and
training requirements.13
While TPM are clearly cause for concern, this paper argues that academic
librarians may have overlooked the use
restrictions already common in licensed
scholarly resources. This paper describes
the output of a study to explore the use
restrictions currently found in scholarly
information products licensed by academic libraries. Use restrictions explored
include limits on use activities such as
printing, saving, and e-mailing.14 This
paper seeks to answer three questions: (1)
What use restrictions do authorized users
of licensed scholarly resources experience? (2) Are these restrictions addressed
in vendors’ acceptable use statements? (3)
To what extent do these use restrictions
qualify as TPM? The study examined use
restrictions present in samples of licensed
resources from engineering, health sciences, and history/art history.
This paper employs a critical information studies (CIS) stance. CIS seeks to
reveal the structures and practices that
channel flows of information and cultural
elements, and the processes by which legal outcomes unfold.15 The study results
inform larger questions about the prevalence of TPM use in the scholarly resource
marketplace, and it raises new questions
about librarians’ expectations about use
restrictions in the products they select and
license. Results show that vendor use of
the strictly limiting TPM employed in the
movie and music industries is relatively
rare. But many vendor products do contain a range of use-discouraging features or
“so" restrictions.” While so" restrictions
do not strictly prevent uses, they discourage certain uses by making them difficult
to enact.
While these soft restrictions do not
garner the a&ention that TPM do, they
are also problematic. Beyond the fact that
they may discourage use, they may also
become so taken-for-granted that librarians and users accept them as unassailable
fact, or part of the natural e-resources
order.16 Scholars have argued that the
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long-term importance of TPM is that
they change expectations of, or awareness
about, what one ought to be able to do
with digital works.17 This paper suggests
that the so" restrictions that are present
in licensed products may have already
changed users’ and librarians’ expectations about what use rights they ought to
expect from vendors and their products.
Given this possibility, it is important to
clarify what use restrictions are currently
in place and what use restrictions librarians may already have come to take for
granted as part of the natural order of
licensed digital products.
"ACKGROUND
Anxieties about TPM, and use restrictions
more broadly, stem from the increasing
reliance of academic libraries on content
that is (a) digital, and (b) licensed. The
digital nature of resources is significant
because digital formats facilitate imposition of TPM—or what Lessig calls
“code-based” use controls.18 Further, as
Lessig explains, because digital use necessarily involves making a copy of a work
(i.e., downloading a document from the
vendor’s server), rights holders argue that
they can place greater restrictions on use
of that copy than they could place on a
paper work used multiple times.19 Moreover, because digital materials are vendor
hosted, vendors can make changes on the
host server—such as implementation of
TPM—without guaranteeing the technical
cooperation of libraries.
The licensed nature of much academic
library material is also relevant. Importantly, the license provides some protection from TPM. Because a license defines
the terms and conditions under which a
digital work is offered, vendors would
need to offer a new license that detailed
changes in use terms to implement a
TPM. And, libraries would need to agree
to that license.20 Some, however, have
expressed concern that vendor introduction of TPM will reduce libraries’ability to
negotiate favorable use terms in licenses.
As vendors build restrictions into TPM,

these restrictions could bound what uses
are considered negotiable. For example,
vendors could argue that certain use restrictions are inherent in the technology
platforms, and therefore unavoidable.
Building restrictions into delivery platforms may make them more difficult to
negotiate away.21 Another concern is that
the code-based restrictions of TPM take
away the cushion of vagueness permitted by licenses. The imprecise nature of
license language o"en leaves rights not
clearly forbidden as arguably permi&ed.
TPM, however, could block any uses not
clearly allowed by the license. As Coyle
explains, with TPM any right that is
not specified is not given. Widespread
implementation of TPM could require
that librarians specify all possible uses
during license negotiations.22
! 5SE BASED #ONCEPTION OF 5SE
2ESTRICTIONS
To illuminate the types of use restrictions
libraries may already take for granted, the
study employed an inductive approach to
defining use restrictions. Instead of only
looking for examples of resources with
the hard restriction, secure-container
TPM problematized in the literature, we
investigated any use restriction an authorized user would experience in “typical
scholarly use” of a licensed resource.23
“Typical scholarly use” was defined
in terms of use actions, extent of use,
current and subsequent use, and individual/group use. Use actions included copy,
paste, save, print, and e-mail.24 Extent of
use included number of pages, number
of articles, and duration of use.25 In this
study, extent of use was conservative so as
to not violate license agreements. Current
versus subsequent use was determined by
whether or not a file could be saved in an
easily re-accessible form for potential later
use.26 Distinction between individual and
group use reflects concerns about sharing rights among scholars (or students)
given the growing collaborative nature
of research.27 Collaboration potential was
assessed by whether or not the work, or
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TABLE 1
A User View of Use Restrictions
Soft
Restrictions

Interface or server side configurations of software or hardware that may
discourage certain uses such as saving, printing multiple pages, e-mailing.
Importantly, the desired use may be achieved through workarounds such
as multiple sessions, or operating system or browser functionalities. These
workarounds may not be obvious, and they may involve inconvenience to
the user.

Hard
Restrictions

Systems that strictly prevent uses such as saving, printing, or e-mailing
despite operating system or browser functionalities.

a useful representation, could easily be
a&ached to an e-mail.
Pretesting quickly led us to the distinction between restrictions that made
certain uses inconvenient, and restrictions that strictly prevented certain uses.
The paper refers to the former as “so!”
restrictions and the la&er as “hard” restrictions. So" restrictions are configurations
of hardware or so"ware that make certain
uses such as printing, saving, copy/pasting or e-mailing more difficult—but not
impossible—to achieve. Arguably, so"
restrictions still limit use by making them
very inconvenient.
Hard restrictions are configurations of
so"ware or hardware that strictly prevent
certain uses. Hard restrictions include, but
are not limited to, secure-container TPM
systems that encrypt content and require
an external so"ware device to decrypt
and serve the content to the user.28 The
so"ware device may simply be a plug-in
to existing popular content readers like
Adobe Acrobat Reader or Microso" Media Player. In these cases, if the plug in is
pre-installed, the user might not notice
the presence of the TPM until desired
use is blocked. In other instances, secure
container systems require custom applications that the user must download to view
the content (for example, the Overdrive
e-book media player). In these cases, the
specialized player makes it much more
obvious that a hard TPM is in use.
-ETHODOLOGY
The goal of data collection was to document the types of use restrictions an

authorized user experiences when making typical scholarly use of a sample of
licensed scholarly digital resources. We
also compared the observed restrictions
with vendors’ acceptable use statements.
Analysis aimed to develop a use-based
framework of restrictions based on the
observed restrictions.
Data collection was conducted at one
Carnegie I research institution with a
large collection of electronic resources
from spring-fall 2006. The research included resources from three subject areas:
engineering, health sciences, and history/
art history. Data collection involved three
stages: resource sampling, use rights assessment and interviews with librarians.
While the data are from one site, the TPM
observed are arguably similar to what
might be seen at other universities with
similar collections.
A combination of purposeful and
random sampling was used to select
resources for use rights assessment. 29
Initial interviews with librarians from the
target subject areas identified resources
that might contain use restrictions. In
addition, a random sample of 10 percent
of resources was drawn from each discipline. Total samples included:
• Engineering—24 resources
• Health—27 resources
• History/Art History—26 resources30
The resources in the sample included
reference resources, full text article databases, e-book collections, historic le&er,
diary and newspaper collections, and
collections of data or chemical structures.
Vendors of these resources included both
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large and small for-profit and nonprofit
organizations, and both primary publishers and aggregators.
The use rights assessment was performed using a scenario-based protocol
that dictated how much of the resource
was accessed, and how each resource was
used.31 Because the assessment scenario
employed very conservative use guidelines, it is possible that our assessment
may not have uncovered higher-use
threshold restrictions.32
Use rights restrictions were identified
by comparing the experience of using
the selected resource with presumed use
rights drawn from the literature. Notes
were made using a standardized form.
Any inconsistencies were noted on the
form and the resource was then retested.
The resource is only reported here if the
observed restriction could be recreated by
two data collectors.
Presumed use rights: Users can
view all of the selection. User can
print the selection. User can copy
and paste large portions of the selection (text and or graphics). User can
save a copy of the selection to local
disk. User can view the local copy,
print the local copy, and e-mail the
local copy.
Interviews included 14 librarians from
the three subject areas. Interview data
included identification of resources with
use restrictions, stories of student and
faculty problems with use restrictions,
and descriptions of vendor activities.
Inductive data analysis generated a
framework of use restriction types (see
Table 2: Summary of Use Restriction
Types and Examples from the Data).
Analysis also compared the observed use
restrictions to use limitations described in
acceptable use statements (or equivalent)
on vendor Web sites.
2ESULTS /BSERVED USE RESTRICTIONS
This section describes the outcome of
data analysis: the framework of use-based

restrictions including both so" and hard
restrictions. For each, a definition and
examples of subtypes from the data are
presented. Each example includes discussion of the relevant terms of use as
described by the vendor.
Soft Restrictions
As noted earlier, pretesting quickly distinguished between so" and hard restrictions. So" restrictions are configurations
of so"ware or hardware that discourage
certain uses. With so" restrictions, desired
use may be ultimately achieved through
workarounds; however, some of these
workarounds may involve considerable
inconvenience to the user. We found
six subcategories of so" use restrictions
outlined below. Many resources included
combinations of these subcategories.
So" Type 1: Extent of Use
The first restriction type, extent of use, is
commonly employed by vendors on their
servers to block “suspicious” or “excessive” pa&erns of use. But o"en vendors do
not clearly define suspicious or excessive
use pa&erns. For example, the NetLibrary
e-book collection warns users: “If a suspicious usage pa&ern indicates excessive
copying, the activity is logged and you
are sent a copyright warning message.”33
Further, vendors’ parameters for suspicious use may change over time based on
customer feedback. For example, Blackwell Publishing announced an increase
in its PDF download limit and apologized
for inconvenience caused to libraries by
the previously lower limit.34 Whether or
not extent of use restrictions impede legitimate scholarly use would depend on
the restriction and on the scholarly use.
Restrictions may block use a"er a user
saves too many articles from one issue of
a journal; or, they may only kick in when
a user a&empts to download an entire
journal corpus. The fact that Blackwell
changed its download limit suggests
that, at least in some instances, extent
of use restrictions do impede legitimate
scholarly use.
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Other extent of use examples clearly
advertise their use limits. For example,
several resources had print/save “batch
size limits” that could interfere with some
legitimate use. As shown in figure 1, the
Eighteen Century Collections Online
(ECCO) warns users of a view/print limit
of 50 pages during any user session (see
figure 1). Early English Books Online
(EEBO) limits the number of record items
in a marked citation list that can be printed
or saved at one time (see figure 2 ), but no
restrictions were found for printing/saving within texts. Early American Imprints
warns users “Please note that a single
download of multiple pages may consist
of up to 25 pages.” In another example, the
CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics only permi&ed printing or saving of
a maximum of 25 rows of data from any
data table at one time. We classify these
as so" restrictions because, in most cases,
users can print or save beyond the limit by
employing multiple separate batches.
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These use restrictions are sometimes
referred to in Acceptable Use statements;
for example, ECCO states that it allows
users to make print copies of “a permitted portion of the content” for fair use
purposes.35 EEBO’s use statement refers
to potential restrictions on particular
texts, “Individual content providers or
licensors may have conditions of use
applicable solely to their content.” But
it goes on to promise that the conditions
“shall not materially alter your use of the
Products.” Librarian interviews, however,
suggested that the observed restrictions
in ECCO and EEBO caused problems for
users whose research demanded a larger
extent of use.
So" Type 2: Restriction by Frustration
When content is broken up into chunks,
printing and saving portions of the content can become frustrating—but not
impossible to accomplish. Chunking is a
common practice in e-books and e-texts,

FIGURE 1
Eighteenth Century Collections Online Print Limitation
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FIGURE 2
EEBO View Limit

but the amount of content in a chunk varies by resource. Many e-book collections
show only one page view in a chunk (for
example, NetLibrary, shown in figure
3—note page 1 of 1 shown in the Acrobat
page indicator at bo&om of screen) and
the National Academy Press. In these
situations, users must print or save one
page at a time.
Other collections, such as EngNetBase
books, will display an entire chapter as
a chunk. Finally other resources, such
as Referex, display the entire book as a
chunk—including 676-page books (see
figure 4—Note that all 17.7MB of 676
pages have downloaded in the Acrobat
page indicator in the bo&om center of
the screen). While small chunks are notoriously unpopular, very large chunks
are not always popular with users. Librarians explained that users complain
when they are forced to download and
save very large files as opposed to just
the sections of content they are most
interested in.

Most e-book acceptable use policies
allow for saving and printing for personal
or fair use purposes.36 Arguably, however,
the personal or fair use referred to in their
acceptable use statements suggests a more
convenient personal/fair use than their
interface allows.
So" Type 3: Obfuscation
In some cases, poorly designed interfaces
do not adequately advertise possible use
functionalities (for instance, print, save),
potentially leading some users to assume
they cannot enact the desired use. For example, Early English Books Online (EBBO)
provides liberal use functionality if one
tags a record and then accesses it through
a “marked list” link. But if the user does
not tag records, functionality is limited to
one page at a time access. Similarly, the Up
To Date health sciences resource requires
that users choose a “printer friendly” version before saving a complete document.
Not choosing the printer-friendly version
leads to a user saving only one page at
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FIGURE 3
A Standard Netlibrary E-book, Allowing Access to One Page at a Time

FIGURE 4
Referex Book Collection Displays the Entire 676 Pages of a Book at One Time
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a time. Finally, in interviews, librarians
noted that some novice users miss the
multipage print and save links in JSTOR,
and end up printing and saving one page
image at a time. Arguably, these users are
not ge&ing all the use options promised
them by the resources’ acceptable use
policies. The use statement may guarantee
certain uses, but the interface makes the
uses harder to realize.
So" Type 4: Interface Omission
In these examples, certain use functionalities were not provided in the resource
native interface and were only possible
though the use of browser and/or computer operating system functions. Users
who limited themselves to native interface
features might assume that some desired
uses are not possible. For example, numerous resources did not provide an “e-mail”
bu&on, but e-mailing was usually possible if the file was saved locally first. In
another example, some HTML e-books in

NetLibrary have no copy or save bu&ons,
and the user must employ tools from the
browser or operating system to copy or
save. Figure 5 shows an a&empt to copy
a text chunk from a NetLibrary book.37 As
shown, the interface does not include a
copy bu&on; further, the operating system
right-click feature does not produce the
expected “copy” option but, rather, a custom menu.38 It is possible to copy the text
if the user employs the browser copy tool
under the “Edit” menu. But this ability to
copy is not obvious from examination of
the interface or from right-clicking—indeed the author missed it and assumed
copying was not possible. Thankfully,
she was corrected by a research assistant
double-checking the observation.
NetLibrary’s Terms of Use statement
explicitly gives permission to copy within
the bounds of fair use.39 So while it is
permissible to copy text from this e-book,
the interface’s omission of a specific copy
feature, combined with its disabling of the

FIGURE 5
Attempting to Copy a Small Amount of Text From Netlibrary
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traditional right-click copy feature, likely
discourages the copying of text because
some users will not realize it is possible
to do so.
Most vendors permi&ed copying of
data for personal use.40 But copying data
tables with forma&ing was problematic.
We tried to copy tables and forma&ing
from the Journal Citation Reports database, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and Books at Ovid. In these
resources, the interface does not advertise
any way to copy or save a data table.
Highlighting data with the mouse and
copying and pasting into a text document
resulted in a tab-delimited block of data
without forma&ing. Copied data could,
however, be pasted into Excel. Saving
the HTML page allowed recreation of the
entire HTML page but not the table and
its data apart from the page.
We also assessed two networked CDROMs on library workstations (Encyclopedia of Islam and Encyclopedia Judaica). They
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did allow users to copy and paste text and
images into other documents; however,
the native interface did not provide users
a save bu&on.
So" Type 5: Restriction by
Decomposition41
The hybrid nature of many HTML eresources complicates use functions
such as saving and e-mailing because of
the large amalgam of files and file types
associated with an HTML document.
Take, for example, the overview article
about Acne in the health sciences resource
Stat!Ref shown in figure 6. Stat!Ref
contains a very clear “Print” feature,
but no “Save” or “E-mail” feature.
Saving the article through browser
or operating system functionality is
potentially confusing because saving
the page decomposes it into an amalgam
of subfolders and subfiles. A&empting
to view the article locally, transfer it
to a memory stick, or e-mail it to a

FIGURE 6
Stat!Ref Article on Acne
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FIGURE 7
Science Direct Click Through Use Agreement

colleague requires that the user be able
to reassociate numerous files, or decide
which files contain needed text and
which can be discarded. This may be
particularly problematic when a novice
user needs to transfer or e-mail text and
associated image files.
The Stat!Ref “User Responsibilities”
document gives explicit permission for
personal copying, saving, and printing;
however, it seems to disallow e-mailing
under a clause that prohibits transmission.42 Therefore, while the Stat!Ref resource allows saving, the HTML nature
of the materials makes it difficult for the
average user to reuse or transfer saved
documents for personal use. Further, the
file format likely reinforces the Stat!Ref
prohibition on e-mailing documents.
So" Type 6: Restriction by Warning
In some instances, notices or end user
licenses contained within a resource
proclaim use limitations. In one case,
notices were accompanied by threats of

disciplinary action. The Science Direct
click through end user statement in figure
7 suggests that misuse may result in disciplinary review by the user’s university.
Other examples included use-discouraging messages in the interface or popups that occur when a use is a&empted.
For example, in the Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography (Oxford NBD),
clicking on the image brings up a popup
that warns “You are not permitted to
download or reproduce this image from
the Oxford DNB Online web site.”
Review of the public license of the
Oxford DNB suggests that users do not
have permission to save images regardless of whether that use constitutes fair
use. “No illustration from the web site
may be copied, modified, published or
broadcast, or otherwise distributed.”43
Using the “right-click” operating system
feature of Windows to save the image
produced yet another copyright warning
message (see figure 8). The Science Direct
and Oxford DNB warnings reinforce the
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FIGURE 8
Saving an Image of Wodehouse Via Operating Systems Tools Results in a
Second Copyright Warning Message

terms of their acceptable use statements
by discouraging certain uses, but neither
strictly prevents them.
Hard Restrictions
In contrast to so" restrictions, hard restrictions strictly prevent use. The only hard
restriction we observed in our sample was
blocked copy and paste functionality. In
addition, we learned through interviews
of two other products with hard restrictions that employed secure container
TPM, and we learned of two instances
where hard restriction TPM had been
implemented but then removed.
Hard Type 1: No Copy and Pasting of
Text
We observed a few examples, mostly
contained in historical collections, of resources that did not allow the user to copy
and paste text (for example, America’s
Historical Newspapers, Early American
Imprints, Gerritsen Collection, Times

Digital Archive, ECCO). The affected
collections were all digitized versions
of microfiche. While the fiche did have
OCR that permi&ed keyword searching,
the interface did not allow access to the
OCR for copying and pasting. However,
the user could copy, save, and print images of the text.
For example, in the America’s Historical Newspaper collection article seen in
figure 9, no mechanism is provided to
view the OCR of the document in order
to copy and paste the text.
We were unable to find a use statement
for America’s Historical Newspapers, so
it was not possible to compare the restriction with the stated terms of use. It may be
that the OCR within these resources was
too dirty to permit cu&ing and pasting of
any real utility.
Hard Type 2: Secure Container Technological
Protection Measures
We found no examples of secure con-
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tainer TPM in our sample; however,
interviews pointed to two examples
outside our sample. The first, ARTstor,
has a TPM that controls the use of high
resolution images downloaded from the
library. The ARTstor terms of use are
generous, allowing for TPM free copies
of lower resolution images, saving of images, and even incorporation of images
into other works. In the second example,
the Society for Automotive Engineers
(SAE) digital library began to implement
a secure container TPM in 2007, but
pulled back and eventually removed the
TPM from the academic library product.
SAE information about the original TPM
described very limiting use terms. The
proposed TPM would have tied downloaded documents to one machine. Users
would only have been permi&ed to view
documents and print one copy because
the TPM would not have allowed saving, e-mailing, or otherwise transferring
copies. SAE’s TPM based use restrictions

were tied to a “pay per download” pricing scheme.44
Interviews also pointed to two other
instances where vendors had implemented a secure container TPM, but then
withdrew it a"er customer protests that
the TPM violated the terms of their license
agreements. Librarians described how
Elsevier had implemented a TPM on ebooks in the Referex Engineering Village,
and how Knovel had implemented a TPM
on one title within the Knovel Engineering & Scientific Online References.
!NALYSIS  $ISCUSSION
Methodological Issues and Study
Limitations
Study results are subject to several limitations. First, the results are limited by the
sample of licensed resources employed.
The sample does not include all possible
licensed resources from engineering,
health sciences, and history. It likely includes popular and common resources

FIGURE 9
America’s Historical Newspapers—Can’t Copy and Paste
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from those areas, but may exclude niche
specialty resources and very expensive resources. Further, more research is needed
to assess what types of use restrictions exist in licensed resources from other fields;
for example, the data did not include the
audio streaming tools o"en employed by
licensed music resources.
Another problem is that because
licensed resources are maintained on
vendor servers (except for networked
CD-ROMs), it was impossible to control
for interface or service changes during
the course of the study. Further, given the
malleable nature of licensed electronic
resources, our results only represent a
snapshot of restrictions found at one
point in time. Moreover, the relationship
between browser plug ins, operating systems, and vendor interfaces is constantly
changing and may influence the observed
use restrictions. Finally, the results are
also bound by the methodology of the
assessment protocol. Different assessment
criteria and methods might have uncovered different use restrictions.
Importantly, we have no explanations
for most of the observed use restrictions.
We do not know if most observed restrictions stem from a desire to curb use,
placate content owners, bad interface
design, or technological limitations. We
did not seek vendor explanations of the
observed use restrictions; therefore it is
not possible to draw conclusions about
vendor intentions.
Several methodological lessons from
the study are worth noting. First, we
found that random sampling of resources was not effective in identifying products containing TPM. Because resources
with TPM are una&ractive, librarians
o"en choose not to license them, thereby
removing them from a population. For
example, the librarians at the case site
chose to cancel their Society of Automotive Engineers Digital Library subscription because of its TPM. Future research
should identify TPM through interviews
or by observing subject specialty library
publications, listservs, and blogs.
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Moreover, the examples described by
librarians suggest that restrictions may
vary within a resource. Random sampling
of titles within a resource could miss TPM
if they are contained on only one title.
Use of interviews or list/blog observations would also provide a way to find
out which, if any, titles contained notable
restrictions.
TPM in Scholarly Publishing
The question of whether or not vendors
of scholarly information will employ TPM
on licensed resources remains open, but
results support the contention that few
hard, secure container TPM have survived long in academic library markets.
Several vendors have implemented, and
then withdrawn, hard TPM (i.e., Knovel,
Referex, and the SAE Digital Library). We
don’t know why the Knovel and Referex
TPM implementations failed; however, a
separate manuscript describes and analyzes the failed SAE implementation.45
Within the publishing industry, critiques
of TPM have pointed to end user and
librarian acceptance issues and high
costs as a reason to avoid TPM.46 Of the
described resources, only ARTstor has
maintained its TPM.47
The study results also show that the
scholarly literature is not free from use
restrictions. If one shi"s focus from secure
container TPM to use restrictions in general, then use restrictions are common.
This raises the issue of the level of attention paid in the library professional
literature to TPM in comparison to the so"
use restrictions described in this paper.
While articles on TPM have appeared
regularly in the library literature, it is
more difficult to find systematic studies
of use restrictions in licensed resources.
This may stem from license clauses that
prohibit “testing” of resources, the large
number of licensed resources to test,
lack of manpower to undertake testing,
and the ever changing nature of vendor
interfaces. Tracking use restrictions of any
significant number of resources would
require considerable resources. Further,
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some of the use restrictions may not
qualify as egregious enough to track.
One concern is that the library community has already accepted many of
the so" use restrictions identified in this
paper. If librarians do nothing to protest
these restrictions, they give implicit
consent that the use restrictions are acceptable. Librarians have advocated for
other interface issues like accessibility;
they should also advocate for removal of
use restrictions, or encourage new vendors to offer competing restriction-free
products. Many (but not all) of the use
restrictions described in this paper arguably are TPM—they control how patrons
use information products. They deserve

more a&ention and advocacy work than
they currently receive from the library
community.
It is unrealistic for any one library to
keep track of the use restrictions present in the multitude of resources they
license. A more realistic solution might
be a shared knowledge base of vendor
interfaces and known use restrictions.
Libraries could take responsibility for
tracking interface issues associated with
a particular vendor or platform, and share
that knowledge so that all libraries would
be informed of potentially objectionable
use restrictions, interface changes, or even
interface improvements. Shared reporting
systems already exist within some larger

TABLE 2
Summary of Use Restriction Types and
Examples from the Data
Definition
Soft
Interface or server side
Restrictions configuration of hardware
and software that may
discourage certain uses
such as saving, printing
multiple pages, e-mailing.
Importantly, desired use
may be achieved via
operating system or browser
functionalities; however, it
may be inconvenient.

Restriction
Subtype

Observed Use
Restrictions

Extent of use

Page print limits, PDF
download limits; data
export limits; suspicious
use tracking.

Obfuscation

Needing to select items
before use options become available.

Omission

Not providing buttons or
links to enact uses.

Decomposition

Saving document results
in many files, making
recreating or e-mailing
the document difficult.

Frustration

Hard
Combinations of hardware
Restrictions and software that strictly
control or disallow direct
or subsequent use actions including saving, printing, or
e-mailing despite operating
system or browser functionalities.

Page chunking in ebooks.

Warning

Copyright warnings, enduser licenses on startup.

Restricted copy
and paste OCR

OCR exposed for searching, but not for copying
and pasting of text.

Secure
container TPM

Use rights vary by
resource.
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library systems; however, they tend not
to focus on use restrictions.
One contribution of this paper is to
provide a vocabulary for talking about
use restrictions. It is important that librarians be able to identify and talk about the
different types of use restrictions they
perceive as creating usability issues. Being able to name something you don’t like
may be the first step to ge&ing rid of it.
Table 2 summarizes the framework of use
restrictions developed from the data.
While this study identifies the so" use
restrictions common in scholarly licensed
resources, more research is needed to
identify the technical, business, and disciplinary circumstances under which vendors employ various types of restrictions.
For example, why were HTML format
resources and concomitant decomposition problems very common in the health
sciences field? Why do some e-book vendors employ larger chunks while others
continue with page view chunks?
%FFECTS3HAPING 5SE %XPECTATIONS
Some use restrictions ma&er more than
others. HCI research is needed to determine to what extent use is actually
curtailed by the so" restrictions we identified. So" restrictions could serve as highly
effective “so" TPM,” restricting use without creating the negative controversy of
a secure container TPM. Or, they could
merely be annoyances that most users
figure out how to workaround.
Given our limited data, we can only
speculate about how use expectations
will change over time, and whether the
so" restrictions described in this paper

will become the taken for granted norm.48
One can hope that user creativity, combined with effective license negotiations
by librarians, will shape the future uses
permi&ed by licensed resources, rather
than the other way around.
#ONCLUSION
As part of an exploration of TPM use in
the academic publishing industry, this
paper described the use restrictions found
in a sample of licensed scholarly digital
resources from the fields of engineering,
health sciences, and history/art history.
Analysis distinguished between hard
restrictions that strictly prevent use, and
so" restrictions that make certain uses
inconvenient or difficult to achieve. The
paper identifies six types of so" restrictions: extent of use, obfuscation, omission,
decomposition, frustration, and warning.
Results found only one example of a
secure container style TPM employed by
a vendor, but pointed to three cases of
vendor TPM trials that failed.
The paper describes numerous examples of so" use restrictions employed
by vendors, and argues that some act as
TPM, though they are different from the
“secure container” TPM employed in the
music and movie industries. The paper
argues that so" use restrictions deserve
more a&ention from the library community, and that librarians should not accept
these restrictions as the natural order of
things. More HCI testing is needed to
find out which so" restrictions actually
block desirable uses, and more advocacy
work is needed to persuade publishers to
remove these use restrictions.
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Appendix A
Resources Included in Study
%NGINEERING
1. ACM Digital Library
2. Advances in Biochemical Engineering/Biotechnology
3. American Chemical Society Publications and Journals
4. American Institute of Physics (AIP) Online Journal Publishing Services
5. American Meteorological Society
6. Applied Science Full Text
7. ASCE Digital Library /Scitation
8. Business Source Elite
9. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
10. Electrochemical Society (ECS) Publications
11. ENGnetBase Engineering Handbooks Online
12. GeoRef
13. IEEE Explorer
14. Ingenta Connect
15. Institute of Physics Electronic Journals Collection (IOP)
16. Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
17. KNOVEL
18. Lecture Notes in Computer Sciences
19. Materials Research Society (MRS) Proceedings Library
20. Royal Society of Chemistry Online Journals
21. SAE Digital Library
22. Safari Tech Books Online
23. Science Direct
24. Society for Automotive Engineers Digital Library
(EALTH 3CIENCES
1. American College of Physicians Journal Club (ACP)
2. Annual Reviews
3. Beilstein Crossfire Organic and Gmelin Inorganic/Organometallic Chemistry
Database
4. Books 24/7
5. Books at Ovid Products
6. Business and Industry
7. CINAHL
8. CINAHL Plus
9. Clinical Reference Systems
10. Cochrane Reviews
11. DARE Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects
12. Early American Imprints
13. Education Full Text
14. Elsevier/Harcourt Health Journals (Science Direct)
15. Entrez (NCBI)
16. Health and Psychosocial Instruments
17. Health and Wellness Resource Center
18. Inforretriever/InfoPOEMS
19. Karger Journals
20. LEA Online
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

MD Consult
Micromedex
Proteome Bioknowledge Library
Sage Journals
SciFinder Scholar
SpringerLink
Stat! Ref
Up to Date

(ISTORY!RT (ISTORY
1. Access UN
2. Art Full Text
3. ARTstor
4. Bibliography of the History of Art
5. British and Irish Womens Le&ers and Diaries
6. Early Encounters in North America
7. Early English Books Online (EEBO)
8. Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO)
9. Encyclopedia Islam
10. Encyclopedia Judaica
11. Gerristen Collection
12. JSTOR
13. Making of America at Michigan
14. NetLibrary
15. North American Immigrant Le&ers, Diaries and Oral Histories
16. North American Women’s Le&ers and Diaries Colonial to 1950
17. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
18. Oxford English Dictionary
19. Proquest Digital Dissertations
20. Proquest Research Library
21. Social Sciences Full Text
22. Times (London) Digital Archives
23. Ulrichs
24. Waterloo Dictionary of English Newspapers & Periodicals (1800-1900)
25. Web of Knowledge

